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This note is to supplement the webinar “Promoting your products on the Japanese market” to understand its content 

in more details. Any further consultation can be requested by email. (Chieko Nakabayashi)  
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1. Introduction: Market Size and Characteristics 

a. Japanese food market: 

- Japan is a market with 127 million consumers, which is about a quarter of the EU’s 512million. 

- Japan’s food market is large and mature and makes up 10% of total GDP. Food and beverage (F&B) is the 
largest expenditure for Japanese household. Engel’s coefficient – proportion of food spending in total 
disposable income, is 27% (2019) 1.  An average household of two or more people spend ¥69,945 per month 
for food including dining out, or 580 euros2. 

- Japan’s agriculture sector is small and contracting, and supports only 39% of food supply, thus Japan remains 
as a net deficit importer of agri-products replying two-third of food needs on import.  This is because arable 
land is limited (less than 30% of total land), and agriculture population is rapidly shrinking.  Japan is the world’s 
4th largest importer of agri-products after US, the EU, and China3. 

- The US is the largest supplier of agri-food products to Japan representing almost a quarter of Japanese imports. 
The EU remains the second largest import origin representing 17.9% of agri-food imports. China is third with 
share of 11.2%, Australia fourth with 7.2% and Canada fifth most important source with a 6.1% share.  Japan 
replies more than 60% of food import on 5 countries, namely United States, China, Australia, Thailand and 
Canada.  

- As form 2019, there is a favourable trade climate to the EU as (1) tariff reduction under EU-Japan EPA is a 
strong incentive to importers/distributors and (2) favourable policy climates that Japanese Government 
diversifies import sources in order to secure stable food supply.    
 

b. Socioeconomic changes:  

- Japanese diet preferences are converging with those of other OECD countries: Japan increasingly import fruits, 
vegetable, meat, milk & dairy products; and 50% of which are in the form of processed food.  

- Characteristically, Japanese importers make import by a small lot using air couriers in order to flexibly respond 
to rapidly changing market demands. Product life cycle tend to be short in Japan’s matured food market.   

- Although food prices have been increasing since 2013 and consumption tax for eating out and catering went 
up to 10% since October 2019, people spend more for food.  It is due to a change in people’s life style to eat 
out more often and due to a change in demographic trends to buy ready-made meals more often. The trend 
is not only young and family household but also elderly household.  It is also due to a change in people’s value 
system on personal spending to actively spend money on dining out, eating expensive food and trying out 
well-known restaurants and eateries as part of leisure activities.  These socioeconomic changes are an 
important factor to be taken into account when EU companies export food products to Japan. 

 

c. Product Adaptation 

- Here is a story to symbolize the importance of product adaptation for foreign food products: 

A popular ice cream producer famous for its product quality decided to enter Japanese market; and started 

with a small market test shipment.  It failed miserably: first there was no proper freezer facility at port of 

entry, Narita airport, for Japan Customs’ inspection (as the freezer is kept at minus 10 degrees but people 

keep opening and closing freezer doors all the time for sample testing); then ice cream was packed in gallon 

                                                           
1 https://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS17H4O_X10C17A2EE8000/ 
2 https://www.japantimes.co.jp/opinion/2016/08/21/editorials/engels-coefficient-rising-japan/#.Xgma_S2ZPow 
3 https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/food-farming-fisheries/news/documents/agri-food-trade-2018_en.pdf 
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containers which was a problem for Japanese to store in their slim refrigerators and consume in small 

quantity at a time; and finally, the ice cream was too sugary to meet Japanese taste.       

 

- I would like to emphasize that product adaptation in foreign markets is a substantial investment of time and 
money, so it is very important for small businesses to do it right at the time of market entry and avoid repeating 
expensive failure.  Small businesses which venture into Japan in particular, must make product adaptation to 
Japanese market as standardization strategy to bring your home products may not work in Japan. 

 

Finishing up the ice cream story, the US ice cream company now sell a reduced-sugar or sugar free ice cream 

in individual-sized containers which are recyclable, understood with proper labels, wrapped with 

sophisticated design, shipped to Japan in smaller freezer lots every other day by plane. It contracts a 

specialized importer to rent a specialized freezer facility during Customs inspections, uses distributor’s 

logistic network, receives feedback on social network, and sells at popular retail outlets for daily shoppers. 

 

 

2. The Orientation of Japanese Food Market 

 

a. Safety and Quality Oriented 

- Japanese food market is safety and quality oriented: consumer purchase decision of food is based on quality 
and safety, and consumers are willing to pay for quality4: 

- Majority of Japanese (80%) choose domestic products over foreign products because they generally believe 
that domestic products are better in quality and safety. There are 3 ways for Japanese products to win 
consumer trust and loyalty in Japan: safety and quality are guaranteed by authorities, proved with tradition, 
and disclosed on labels, which are then realized into certification, traditional production methods and 
product label. They in the end quantify the accountability, authenticity and transparency of food products. 

- Japanese also believe that good products reflect on price. This creates a unique market segment for super 
premium food products.  Good example is domestic apples. There are 127 Japanese apples officially registered. 
Top quality Japanese apple, Esashi for instance fetched 35,000yen or 290€ per apple, as farms harvest only 1% 
of total yields to sell only the best. In Japan, food quality is related to seasonality, rareness and genuineness 
of products.  

- Some examples of premium imported food from the EU include Old fargus Spanish extra virgin oil 500ml for 
22,140yen or 185€; white truffles from Italy 100g for 85,000yen or 700€; aged balsamico with DOP 
(Denominazione d’Origine Protetta) 100ml for 25,000yen or 200€; Jamon Iberico Real Beyota 1 for 500,000 
yen or €4,000; Verona luxury black chocolate and black truffles from the rare French Perigord called “Black 
Diamond” only one piece for 27,000 yen or €220. 
 

                                                           
4Survey by NHK (調査からみえる日本人の食卓 ~「食生活に関する世論調査」から1~ 世論調査部 村田ひろ子 / 政木み

き / 萩原潤治) , https://www.nhk.or.jp/bunken/research/yoron/pdf/20161001_7.pdf 
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Challenge for EU SMEs 

- EU study reported that Japanese consumers’ general perception on EU products is high on authenticity and 
safety but low on healthy, diverse and quality5.  To be able to newly enter the Japanese premium food market, 
EU companies need to promote quality and discriminate price accordingly.  Do not simply apply the same 
price valuation as you use at home country.  
  

b. Product Orientation 

- Busy modern people, young people, single and double households buy more processed food as they demand 
convenient pre-prepared and often ready-to-eat meals.  Old couple households also demand processed food.  
Convenience stores, supermarkets and department stores then cater such consumer needs and make their 
ubiquitous existence at every corner of cities, with every-day-any-time-open policy.  Japanese consumers have 
a habit to buy fresh food every day so that even processed food must be freshly prepared and be controlled 
with strict expiry date & time.     

- Those so-called “packaged food” or “convenience food” is the one made ready to eat without further 
preparation. It is portable and have a long shelf life.  Japanese packaged food market is the third-largest in the 
world.  Packaged food is indispensable items in Japanese daily life and leisure times. Spreads and breakfast 
cereals are popular for breakfast and snacks, and are one of the most expected to grow in retail sales.  
Packaged ready-made foods are sold at convenience store and department stores often as OEM or under 
private label for office lunch and home meals. If EU products are in this category, one way to enter the 
Japanese market is to partner with nation-wide retail stores and sell under their names. 

- Preserved food can be sold in gift market where individuals and corporations buy thank-you gifts twice a year, 
in mid-August and at year end.  It can be sold in emergency market too, as Japanese stock and re-stock long-
lasting, ready-to-eat meals for the time of natural disasters. If EU products are in this category, one way to 
enter the market is to contract directly with retail super markets or department stores.  
 

c. Competition 

- There are 3 types of competition in Japan for EU products: competition from domestic products which 
compete advantageously over foreign products; competition from other exporting countries which compete 
on level filed under similar trade agreements; and competition from other EU countries which compete under 
the EU-Japan EPA.  For each type of competition, EU producers/exporters carefully study competitors’ 
products and take a competitive position by adapting to target customers’ needs and preferences but at the 
same time by differentiating products and discriminating prices. 

- Shown on the map on webinar slide, Japan has 18 EPA agreements in force or signed with countries and 
regions as indicated in green, i.e., ASEAN, Australia, Brunei, Chile, EU-28, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, 
Mongolia, Peru, Philippines, Singapore, Switzerland, Thailand, ratified TPP-11 
(Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, and Vietnam), signed TPP-
12 (TPP-11 plus USA) and Vietnam.  Japan also have 5 EPA under negotiation which are shown on the map in 
red.  Furthermore, in September 2019, USA and Japan signed trade agreement in which American agri-food 
products are imported to Japan at the level of TPP.  So, there are so many imported agri-food products 

                                                           

5 ‘Agricultural food and beverage products in Canada, Japan, China, United Arab Emirates and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia’, 

Kantar Public, EU 2019, ISBN 978-92-9478-198-7  
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competing in Japanese market under preferential tariff treatment similar to the EU-Japan EPA.  EU 
producers/exporters must study and take a competitive position in Japanese market where many similar 
products compete intensively and differentiate its products to meet the needs of Japanese customers’ needs 
and preferences.   
 

d. Logistics and Distribution 

- Japan’s main logistics and distribution points are at 5 major hub cities, namely Tokyo, Yokohama, Kobe, Osaka, 
and Fukuoka, from which goods are distributed to 8 regions, namely from north Hokkaido, Tohoku, Kanto, 
Chubu, Kansai, Chugoku, Shikoku, and Kyushu.  The size of goods flow roughly correspond to the size of 
regional economies.  See the map6 on screen in which each region is compared to equivalent European 
economies. Kanto region where Tokyo is located has the largest size of economy which is equivalent to Italy’s 
GDP, followed by Chubu and Kansai regions.  

 

 

 

 

 

e. Engineering and Redesigning EU Food Products 

- When selling in Japan, EU exporters and Japanese distributors should collaborate to engineer and redesign 
products by adapting Japanese food culture.  

- Many Japanese consumers are philosophically against “food loss” and more than a half (52%) of consumers 
pay attention to a portion control when buying, cooking and eating out in order not to waste food.  Japanese 
consumers also prefer to choose smaller portion of food because they value freshness so take only sufficient 
portion for the day; because they lack storage space at home; and because they are conscientious about health 
and social appearance.  For marketing reasons, Japanese distributors often import food in bulk, and then re-
portion, re-label and re-package locally.  Imported premium food are carefully re-portioned to tinier 
quantities in order to make it affordable per portion and make retail price competitive.   

                                                           
6 "The Council for Promotion of Foreign Direct Investment in Japan" March 17, 2015, Cabinet Office 
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- Package and wrapping are very important part of product; and damaged packages and wrapping are not 
accepted.  Imported products are, therefore, locally re-packaged and re-wrapped.   

- Japan faces a rapid aging population with 22% of the population above 65 years old and faces increasing 
medical expenditure, Japan’s Consumer Affairs Agency allow certain food to be labelled with nutrient function 
claims and food for specified health benefits, namely 17 natural ingredients (12 vitamins and 5 minerals) to 
be distributed freely in market 7 .  For marketing, Japanese distributors re-label imported food to take 
advantage of the Agency’s labelling requirements and ensure consumers’ choice of their healthy food and 
beverages.  

- Market for functional food such as energy drink, nutritional dense snack bars, and prepared snacks or cereals 
with dried fruit and nuts is expanding rapidly.  To market EU functional food in Japan, it is advisable to obtain 
a certificate from Japan’s Consumer Affairs Agency by submitting scientific evidence8.   

- Organic food in Japan is less popular than in Europe. Average Japanese do not buy organic food as organic 
food is perceived over-priced; and even health conscientious people consider “specially cultivated food” of 
Japanese origin good enough as an alternative to organic products. EU organic certificates are nonetheless 
considered equivalent to Japan’s JAS (Japan Agriculture Standard) organic certificates9.  The difference is that 
the organic agricultural products have not used the target agricultural chemicals and chemical fertilizers for 
more than 2 years before sowing and during the cultivation period, while specially grown agricultural products 
are produced by reducing the target agricultural chemicals and chemical fertilizers only during the cultivation 
period. In addition, there is no condition before sowing. 

- Animal rights and veganism are less advocated in Japan than in Europe, perhaps because Japanese food 
culture is historically vegetable-base.      

- Most Japanese (81%) take 3 meals a day. Staple food is rice; and vegetable is an everyday dish.  However, 
meat and fish are an occasional side dish and are eaten on average between 1 to 6 days a week.  Bread is 
eaten almost as widely. More bread is consumed in Kinki region. 

- There are 3 retail market segments for food: market for home cooking, market for take-out and market for 
eating out.  Japanese consumers have high interest in food.  Food is available from high to low-end but all 
must be delicious. Food must be tasty despite price. Categorically, ‘home-cooking’ market is for health-
conscientious and family budget conscientious consumers, and ‘take-out’ market for busy, single, family, aged 
people.   And ‘eating out’ market is for all as eating-out is extremely popular in Japan. Tokyo alone, there are 
226 restaurants with Michelin stars, making Tokyo with the most Michelin stars in the world. For after-five 
get-together as well as family dining, so-called B-level Gourmet, lower-end meals but delicious, are a popular 
choice.  In Japan, home parties and dinner parties are not common. 

 

f. Promoting and Advertising EU Food Products 

- Where should EU companies promote and advertise EU products? As for B-2-C transactions, EU companies 
can promote EU food products to end-customers through popular retail outlets for foods, namely 
convenience stores, supermarkets and department stores.  There are over 58,000 convenience stores 
covering throughout Japan, both urban and rural areas while they exist densely in urban cities10. Seven Eleven 
has the highest market shares, followed by Lawson and Family Mart.  For Hokkaido, Seicomart has exclusive 
market shares. Many utilize convenience stores for breakfast, lunch and dinner shopping. Convenience stores 

                                                           
7 https://www.caa.go.jp/en/policy/food_labeling/ 
8 https://www.caa.go.jp/policies/policy/food_labeling/information/pamphlets/pdf/151224_2.pdf 
9 https://www.maff.go.jp/e/jas/specific/pdf/equiv_country_en.pdf 

 
10 https://todo-ran.com/t/kiji/10328 
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sell food products and everyday goods which are combined with a variety of convenience, such as payment 
and ATM services, courier and postal services, or ticket sales, including theme park and airline tickets. 

- There are over 22,000 supermarkets and over 200 department stores11.  There are more supermarkets and 
department stores in Chubu region. They exist more in regional areas as they offer spacious floors and parking 
for grocery shopping. 

- In large cities like Tokyo and Osaka, there are supermarkets which are highly specialized in imported food. 
The following are some examples12.  Customers in regional cities can order online and have products delivered 
instantly from them. 
 

Name Locations Stores Particulars 

Seijo-Ishi All regions 171 OEM. Wine, cheese, confectionary 

Kinokunia Kanto regions 29 Large variety. Spices, confectionary 

Kitano-Ace All regions 89 OEM 

Queens Isetan Tokyo area 27 OEM, Fresh processed food 

Loncos Tokyo 5 Fresh food. Wine, cheese, desert, Maruetsu Group 

Peacock Store Kanto, Kansai n.a., Lower end of premium food, AEON Group 

Bio c’Bon Tokyo 12 French store, organic food. AEON Group 

Motomachi 

Union 

Tokyo 34 American store 

Miura-Ya Tokyo 11 OEM. Fresh food 

Precce Tokyo 4 Fresh food, Tokyu Group 

 

- Regional supermarkets and department store cater a range of products from basic groceries to electrics to 
cosmetics to clothing and feature one-stop convenience in a large scale. After recent consolidation, there are 
now 2 types:  one which continue catering good quality food such as those owned by AEON (largest retailer in 
Asia) and Seven & I Holding Co., (15th largest retailer in the world) targeting all segments including senior 
market; and the other which sell discounted food products targeting young family and single households such 
as Don Quijote owned by Pan Pacific International Holdings (PPIH).13  

- As for B-2-B transactions, EU companies can promote EU products through Japanese trading companies which 
cater imported products to institutional customers.  EU SMEs are advised to consider selecting those trading 
companies which are (1) narrowly specialized in imported products; (2) have good, extensive business network 
in relevant sectors; (3) deal with targeted consumers but preferably not dealing with direct competitors; (4) 
have good geographical coverage of interested institutional customers; and (5) speak English.  Japanese 
“Senmon Shosha” or specialized trading companies fit into these profiles. Top 10 large companies are 
Mitsubishi Shokuhin, Kato Sangyo, Itochu Shokuhin, Yamae-Hisano, OUG Holdings, Toho, Chuo Fish, Maruichi 
Sansho, Yokohama Reitou, and Tokan.  They are proactive in e-commerce and cater products and services that 

                                                           
11 https://todo-ran.com/t/kiji/15320 
12 https://newshop-info.com/supermarket-koukyu/ 
13 https://www.sankei.com/premium/news/190101/prm1901010008-n2.html 
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deliver business-use ingredients and materials to restaurants, hotels, bars and food service industries like 
lunch deliveries to schools and companies.   

- For EU SMEs, there are medium sized specialized trading companies which deal with particular imported 
products.  Some examples include:  
 

Name Specialization 

Lakuto Japan Dairy ingredients such as butter, cheese, skin milk powder 

Nichimo Fisheries fresh and processed products 

Nichiyou Import of food ingredients and products in good networking with convenience 

chains and mass merchandisers. Also develop original products for direct sales. 

Shoei Food Corp Nuts, dry fruits, confectionary and baking products 

O’will Corp Beverage, food additives, milk & dairy products, fruits & vegetable 

Iceco Ice-cream 

Nippon Ham Processed hams 

Delica Foods Groups Vegetables 

Sugimoto Meat Industry Meat products. It has its own meat shops and restaurants. 

 

- EU companies can meet these Japanese partners, and demonstrate EU products at two largest annual food-
related trade shows, namely Supermarket Trade Show in February and FOODEX Japan in March.  In addition, 
there are many more focused shows actively being held in Japan sector-by-sector, such as wine, seafood, 
bakery and much more. For more information, go to JETRO website, https://www.jetro.go.jp/en/database/j-
messe/tradefair/.  
 

3. Learning from good practice: promotion of EU Agri-food in Japan  

 

- Food culture differs from country to country. When selling imported food which is new to Japanese food 
culture, an introduction must accompany products with information as to how to prepare, how to eat, or in 
what occasions to eat.   

- Promoting imported food with recommended recipes is a good idea: this would greatly help promote and 
advertise imported products.  As an example, I present Italian exhibition at the last Foodex on screen, titled 
“a fusion of Italian and Japanese ingredients”.  This is a good example for suggesting recipes and promoting 
imported food and drinks from Italy in combination of Japanese ingredients.  This way there is no competition 
against domestic food products but only collaboration.   

 

  

https://www.jetro.go.jp/en/database/j-messe/tradefair/
https://www.jetro.go.jp/en/database/j-messe/tradefair/
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